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Approximately 3,200 monographs in Western European languages, primarily English, published since 1984 are included in this massive bibliography of recent scholarship covering thq Russian Empire, the former USSR, and
its successor states (including the Baltic countries). Subject coverage includes
the arts and humanities as well as history and social sciences. Each entry gives
full bibliographic information, including series and pagination data, but individual essays are not indexed and there are no annotations. Although it takes
as its central theme the former Soviet Union, this volume reads more like a
printed libraiy catalog than a bibliography, since the value of some materials included is questionable (e.g., a Riga yellow pages; a history of the Estonian Postal Service). The records are arranged under a somewhat cumbersome system of modified LC subject headings (from the 10th ed. of LCSH,
1986), with no cross-references and with each book listed only once. Altliough
tliere is an author index, there is no table of contents or schematic outline,
leaving the reader unsure which subheadings are going to be used. This
bibliography, nonetheless, is a good supplement to the older ones compiled by Stephan M. Horak (e.g., Russia, the USSR, and Eastern Europe, CH,
Feb’88).—}. A. Drobnicki, formerly, St.John’s University

